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Dear Secretary of State,

I have lived in Fearnhead for nearly 20 years, and brought up my family. I have always loved the green fields
and community neighboods we have. Our youth have played for hours and learnt so much about of our nature in
natural environment in many green area especially peel hall. 

I original sent a letter of appeal based on several points. Firstly the traffic plans for this plan. There was and still
is not any improvement to the road structure in the developers plans.
When templeton dive was developed the knock on affect to traffic flow was hugh. The volume of traffic which
majorly impacted in the cinnamon Brow, Fearnhead and birchwood area was horrendous and caused delays and
impact on locals at peak times. The council have since had to improve road plans to enable this to be improved.
(And at their Own cost) I believe this new plan at peel hall will have a catastrophic impact on the area yet again
(and also impact orford too) It will have such an impact that it will be left to Warrington Borough Council to fix
yet again and not mentioning the pollution that will increase based on 1200 homes!

The second impact is the green belt land and nature. Peel hall is a haven for nature and this developer had not
had any care for this, and this has been shown by them spraying the land with pesticides and stripping the area.

I hope that this information from someone who lives in this area will show you a real insight of the impact that
will occur to our communities and our environment. We have enough land that is available for building that will
have a minimal impact.

Thank you for your time.

Kindest regards
Emma Brogan




